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Positive Work Habits and Attitudes
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n Lesson 2, students focused on their special talents and interests.
H"r" students will explore the importance of positive work habits
ano attitudes both in school and in the workplace. students will
compare examples of good and bad work habits and attitudes with
successes or failures that they've observed in school and in other
familiar settings. They will learn that all good habits and attitudes begin
with respect and cooPeration.
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By extension, students learn that good habits and attitudes are
important in the adult workplace as well-how people do their work
is just as important as the work people do.
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Lesson Obiectives
At the end of this lesson, students will be able to
) give examples of positive work habits and attitudes,

> explain how positive work habits and attitudes

)

help
and
in
school,
weli
do
them
give examples of how positive work habits and
attitudes contribute to success in the workplace'
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Meeting the Lesson Objectives
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summarizes how the students have met the lesson objectives.
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Ooposire
(pase 35)
Students create characters who show the good and bad habits and
attitudes that the students have studied.
on a flipchart or other
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two-part activity, students first discuss good and bad habits in school
"
and draw a picture of themselves doing a good habit. second, they ask a
worker about good and bad habits in the workplace.
tn

(page 36)

large sheet that can be displayed, the teacher

BiBLiOGRAPHY
(page 41)
You may want to include a book choice from the Bibliography to introduce
this lesson or to use in another place in the lesson.
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GNOSS.eURRIGULUM CoNNEGTIoNS
(page 42)
to use one or more of the related
activities in Cross+uniculum Connections.
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Summary of Volunteer Activities
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To supplement this lesson, you may want

The activity choices for the volunteer give students an opportunity to
explore good and bad habits and attitudes in the workplace through ar-t,
literature, and drama.
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Life-sized

poster

pase
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Students draw illustrate, and label two life-sized character posters,
oo€ with good work habits and attitudes and one with bad work habits
and attitudes.

Picture

(page 39)
EI "l Care" Story and
Students listen to the story Pierre: A Cautionary Tale in Five Chapters and a
Prologue by Maurice Sendak and draw a person at school or work who
cares.

ET Good HabiUBad Habit

Role-play
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irs of students act out opposite good and bad work habits and attitudes.
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Activity

! Good and Bad Work Habits
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listening, analyzing,
conducting research,
writing, drawing
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and Attitudes

This core activity consists of two parts. ln part i, after the discussion,
students create a list of the habits and attitudes that make good or bad
impressions in schooi and at work and draw a picture of themselves doing
a good habit. ln Par12, students interview someone who works, or someone who hires workers, to find out what habits and attitudes make good or
bad impressions at work.

Steps
a
a
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Part 1: Good and bad habits and
attitudes at school
2O-?5 minui"es
1. Lead a discussion about good and bad habits and atiitudes. Help
students understand that positive behaviors are the result of respect
and cooperation.
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flipchart or ottrer
large sheet that
you can keep
copies of "My Best
Work Habit" worksheet (pages 43-44)

fr rc+o minutes
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What are some ways that people show respect for each other?
How does showing respect make other people feel?

)

How can you show respect for yourself? (Always do your best.)

>

What are some ways that people cooperate? How does cooperating
make other people feel?

>

When people don't show respect or don't cooperate,
how do others feel?

a
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Guide the discussion to show that good habits and attitudes promote
cooperation and help learning. When students share ideas, everyone
learns something. Discuss how a lack of respect is harmful to everyone.
Disrupting the class makes it harder for everyone to learn.
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2. On a flipchart or other

Good habite and alt'iluudes
al school and ai work

Oad habits and atlitud.es

at school and at wo*

t

.

attendance (showtng up)
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fairandfunforall
. etleryone can learn more
. you keep up wti"h Ehe work

.

doine your best

t

o showing res?eclto otherE
o cooperating
e Eharing

large sheet that you can keep, make a chart

of good and bad habits and attitudes at school and at work. Use this
one as a guide, or you can make your own.
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to do more

After you have completed the chart, explain that good habits and
attitudes at school and work are basically the same. ln both places,
people need to show respect for others and for themselves.
People also need to cooperate to get things done. For example, when
people are on time, they can complete their work carefully and do a
good job. When people are late, they have to rush through their work
and may make careless mistakes. Being laie also means that others

waste their time waiting for you or explaining things twice.
The most important thing in any job that students and workers do,
no matter how it turns out, is that they always do their best.
Save or copy the finai chart for the volunteer

to use in the Warm-up.

3. Write about and draw good habits and attitudes.

Distribute the "My Best Work Habit" worksheet. Allow time for students
to complete both pages of the worksheet.
Display the worksheets in the classroom. Volunteers can read their
worksheets aloud and talk about their good habits.
P arl 2: Worker interview
20-25 minules
1. Anange for a person who works to join your class as a guest. This
could be a parenVguardian or another employee of the school.

2. Write the following questions on a flipchart or the board, leaving room
for answers. As the students ask the workers these questions, fill in
the answers.

Whatr is your name?

What, is your job?

Whal are some importarrt good
work habits and attitudes in
your job?
What happens vrhen people
have good work habits?
Whal- are some bad work habrts
and attrtudes in your job?
What, hapTens vvhen people
have bad work habits?
How can people ahange bad

work habits and attituAes?
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Opposite Day

W zo-go minutes

students draw two versions of the same person demonstrating a good
work habit and its opposite bad work habit.

Steps
1. Explain Opposite Day.
On Opposite Day, everything is the opposite of the way it usually is.
For example, a person who is always polite will be rude. Brainstorm
some opposite good and bad work habits.

2. Gomplete the "Opposite Day" worksheets.

matenials
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t

copies of "Opposite
Day" worksheet
(page rtS)

> pencils, pens,
markers, crayons

Make sure each student has an idea for a character who has a good
work habit or attitude. students complete the worksheets and draw
that character on the left side of the worksheet as he or she usually
acts. Then students draw the same character on the right side of the
worksheet as he or she would be on Opposite Day. Help the students
complete the worksheet as necessary.
As an alternative, students can draw good and bad work habits or
attitudes that aren't opposites.

3. Present the characters.
Let students come to the front of the class and show their pictures.
They may act out their characters as they normally act and as they
would behave on Opposite Day.
Display the pictures in the classroom.

Lesson 3: Positive Work Habits and Attitudes
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> What

)
)

are some good work habits and attitudes?

How do these good habits help you do well in school?
How do good work habits and attitudes help workers be successful?
(You may want to ask this question after the volunteer activity.)

2. With the whole class, review the answers and write a summary of them
below each question. Keep this information to use in Lesson 8.

a
a
a

Before the volunteer begins an activity...
a list of the good and bad work habits and attitudes that you
discussed in class to use with the volunteer.

> Keep

Arrange how the volunteer will act out a demonstration of as many
bad work habits and attitudes as possible for the Warm-up.
the volunteer has chosen the "'l Care' Story and Picture" activity,
provide a copy ot Piene by Maurice Sendak.

> lf

After the activity is completed...
Have the students put all their work from this lesson in their KAPOW
folders or briefcases, if ttey made ttrem in Lesson 2. Encourage students
to share this work at home.
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minu..es

On a flipchan or other large display that you can keep and use again
later, write the lesson objectives in the form of the following questions.
Leave space after each question to write students' answers.

Teachens I

'

W p-zo

VoLUNtEen
AGTiviTiES

lntroduction
To introduce this lesson (or at another time during the lesson), you may
want to read aloud one of the books from the Bibliography on page 41.

with the activity you choose for today's lesson, you will show the students
the difference between good and bad work habits and attitudes and why
good behaviors are important.
Good habits and attitudes: Most workers appreciate how good work habits
and attitudes help make work enjoyable, help the company earn money,
and ensure safety.

/_TiPs\ fon
> Keep the activity
you have chosen
focused on
good and bad

work habits
and attitudes.
> When you

talk

about your own

work, talk about
what happens
as a result of
good and bad
work habits
and attitudes.

Bad habits and attitudes: Most workers have complained at some time or
another about co-workers who have bad work habits or attitudes. They
can make other people's jobs unpleasant, cost the company money, and
cause accidents.
Think about your expenences with good and bad work habits and
attitudes-your own or those of co-workers. Be prepared to share some
of these examples with the children as you do one of the activities.
Whichever activity you choose, be sure to begin the lesson with the
Warm-up and end with the Wrap-up.

ffi ro-rg minute,,

Wanm-up

Acquaint the children with good and bad habits and attitudes in the
workplace by acting out some behaviors in the following role-play.

1. Begin by demonstrating bad habits and attitudes.

You can exaggerate
the habits. Here are some examples:
) Arrive late and don't apologize or give an expianation.
) Make your clothes look sloppy.

> Sit

in the teacher's seat, put your feet up on the desk, and start
looking through books.

)

Speak rudely to the teacher.

2. Next, show some good work habits and attitudes such as the following:

)
)

Anive on time.
Make your appearance neat.

> Sit in your desk without disrupting anything.
> Speak poiitely to the teacher.

Lesson 3: Positive Work Habits and Attitudes
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3. Ask the students to tell you the good and bad habits and attitudes
that you showed them. Guide the discussion so students understand
these points:

>

Respect and cooperation are necessary for good work habits
and afcitudes.

)

How people do their work is just as important as the work people do.

> lf you are late, or rude, or don't

care about your work, you won't be a
good worker. Employers will not want to hire or keep you.
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Positive work habits and attitudes, especially doing a good, careful
job, will make employers want to hire you and will also make you feel
good about yourself. You can take pride in a job well done.

Now begin the activity that you have chosen.
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> large (child-sized)

sheets of paper
(two sheets for
each team)
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colors, or
poster paints
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> optional: magazines

for cutting out
pictures
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minu:,es

Each group of students makes two life-sized posters, one of a character
with good work habits and attitudes and one of a character with bad work
habits and attitudes.

Steps
1. Make outlines.
For each group of three to five children, tape two large sheets of paper
to the floor. Make two outlines, one for the character with good habits
and altitudes and one for the character with bad behaviors. A child lies
down on the paper while another child traces the first child's outline.
2. Label the characters.
The children can write names for their characters. Then they illustrate
and label the characters with drawings that represent good and bad
habits and attitudes. Heip them write the labels as necessary or the
children can talk about the drawings. The children can also use
magazine pictures that show good and bad behaviors. Cut out the
pictures and tape them to the figure outlines. Here are some examples
of illustrations and lables:
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ufe-sized posrer

1

Character with good habits and attitudes;
) A person who is always on time might wear a watch. Students draw
a watch on the character's wrist and write "Always on time."

)

A worker might be smiling to show a "friendly " attitude. Students
draw a smile and label it.

Character with bad habits and attitudes:

> This person might wear a headset and listen to music rather than
work. Students can write "not doing work" next to the headset.

)

A worker who is scowling might be labeled "not friendly."

Display the posters and encourage the children to talk about them.
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> Pierte: A Cautionary
Tate in Fwe Chapters
and a Prologue by
Maurice Sendak
> copies of

"l Gare"

worksheet (page

zt6)

> pencils, colored

pencils, and markers
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El "l Gane" Story
and Pictune

After you read Piene by Maurice sendak aloud to the children, they draw a
picture of someone at work or school who cares a lot.

Steps
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1. Read the story.

a

2. Discuss the message.
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Read Pr'erre by Maurice Sendak to the children as they sit in a circle
around you.
Lead a discussion about the message of the book: caring is the most
important habit of ail. Ask these questions to guide the discussion:
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ln the beginning of the story, how does Piene act?

When Pierre does not care about anything, how do other people
treat him?

)

How does Piene change? After Piene learns to care, how do other
people treat him?

)

How can people act at school and work to show that they care?
How will other people treat them?

People who care learn more, do a better job, and have more fun.

3. Draw an "l Care" picture.
Distribute copies of the "l Care" worksheet. Children draw a picture
of and write about a person at work or school who cares.
Ask, "What examples of caring at work or school can you think of?"
(A police officer or crossing guard helps children cross the street; a
florist makes a special bouquet; a baker decorates a beautiful cake.)
Allow time for the children to complete their worksheets. Make sure
each child has an example to draw. Encourage their creativity and
praise all efforts.
Display the pictures in the classroom.
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El eood HabiUBad Habit
Role-play
materials

se-+5

minu:oes

Pairs of students pretend they are characters with opposite good and bad

aaoaaaaaaraaaaa

work habits.

> paper for cutting

into strips
>

ffi

Steps

two bags

Before class, write some examples of good habits and attitudes and their
opposite bad habits and attitudes on separate paper strips. Examples can
be general (polite and rude, listening and intemtpting) and specific (holding
the door open and letting the door slam). Put the good habits in one bag
and the bad habits in another.

> cardboard or

other stiff paper
for labels, cut to
4" x 1O" strips
> optional: hole punch

1. Set up the role-play.
Remind the class of the role-playing that you did for the Warm-up at
the beginning of the lesson. Tell them it is their turn to pretend.

> string (18r'lengths)
> optional: costumes

Students choose a strip of paper from one or the other bag. Help
students read the words as necessary. Pairs of opposites find each
other and work together.

2. Make labels.
Children make large labels of the habits they chose to wear around
their necks. Write the habits on the labels. Punch a hole in the two top
corners of the label and attach a string. The children can decorate the
labels if they want to.
3. Demonstrate the habits.
Wearing their labels, pairs with opposite habits take turns acting
them out in front of the class. Encourage the children to exaggerate.
lf appropriate, they can use costumes and whatever props the
classroom offers. Allow time for the children to prepare as needed.
lnvite the children who are watching to comment on the behavior.

Wnap-up

ffi r-to minute,,

Before you end this lesson, congratulate the children on the activity
they did with you.
Remind them that respect for themselves and others and cooperation
will lead to good habits and aftitudes.
Remind them also that habits and attitudes at work and at school
affect how people do their jobs. Good habits and attitudes are
just as impoftant as the work that people do.
On the board, write one or two of your own good work habits or
attitudes that you are the most proud of.
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BieLfoGRAPHY
This selection of books related to the lesson can help you introduce the
lesson topic, supplement the lesson activities, or add reading choices
to the lesson.

aaaaataaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Amos and Boris by William Steig. Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 197'l . Good-heartedness and a willingness to
help one's fellow mammals are virtues that save the
lives of both a whale and a mouse.

Lyle at the Office by Bernard Waber. Houghton
Mifflin, 1994. Lyle's good disposition, good manners,
and willingness to be useful make him a desirable

Bea and Mr. Jones by Amy SchwarE. Bradbury, 1982.
\iVhen kindergartner Bea and her father-an advertising
executiv*decide to trade jobs, Bea demonstrates
hard work, creativity, and an astute sense of office
politics. These qualities combine with her fresh point
of view to bring about success.

Matilda Hippo Has a Big Mouth by Dennis Panek.

The Bee lree by Patricia Polacco. Philomel, 1993.
Grandpa's wonderful story about the bee tree teaches
Mary Ellen that she must work to pursue knowledge,

wisdom, and adventure.

at the Beginning by Amy SchwarE. Harper &
Row, 1983. Sara must paint a picture for the secondgrade art show, but she has a hard time getting started
until she finally discovers the best place to begin.

y;t, Begin

.i,
::i
,.:

,r', The Carrot Seed by Ruth
:;..
ri.r
it:,'
:..;,:-',

Krauss. Pictures by Crockett
Johnson. Harper & Row, 1945. With persistent hard
work and quiet confidence, a little boy tries to grow a
carrot from a seed. Though others doubt that he will
succeed, in the end he triumphs.

Fox on the Job by James Marshall. Dial, 1988. ln
;,.t,,i,i '
::i..,1: these humorous stories, Fox learns that showing off
ri: i'., can lead to disaster, honesty may not be the best
job may make
,,i,",, policy for a salesman, haste on the
'::::::11., waste, and other impoftant lessons.
':,r,,1::

I'm Tetific by Marjone Weinman Sharmat. lllustrated

employee.
Bradbury, 1980. Hilda Hippo learns the hard way that
honety delivered with insensitivity is not always the

best policy.
Nobody Owns ty'ze Slry The Story of nBrave Bessie'
Coleman by Reeve Lindbergh. lllustrated by Pamela
Paparone. Candlewick, 1996. During the 1920's,
Bessie Coleman was determined to leam to fly.
Working against great odds, she became the first
licensed African-American aviator in the world.
This book, which tells her story in verse, can inspire
children to follow their dreams.
Ruby the Copycat by Peggy Rathmann. Scholastic,
1991 . When Ruby continually copies others, her
teacher shows her that she is unique, with her own
creative resources to draw on.
Tops and Bottoms by Janet Stevens. Scholastic,
1995. Clever Hare easily outsmarts lazy Bear and
gets all Bear's crops- Bear finally learns that working
hard at one's own work is the best and safest road
to success.

Wolf's Favor by Fulvio Testa. Dial, 1986. Wolf is
surprised to iearn that kindness and generosity set
off a chain reaction that generates more kindness
and more generosity among his fellow animals.

1977. Jason learns
:]'...", by Kate Chorao. Holiday House,
t.,;,,,. that bragging and showing off are not good ways to
people. His mother tells him that as he
,:,,::],,,, relate to other

,,,i:r:;, grows up, he will try new things and discover what is
',',:i.'. and what isn't right for him.
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Gnoss-GunnieULUM
GoruNEcrforus
These fun activity ideas will help you extend and reinforce the lesson

with connections to the major curriculum areas, such as science, social
studies, math, art, and language arts.
aaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoaaaaa

ActS Of KindneSS
',I.:';...,.' Soctel SruorEs

Now You See 1t...

,-ri,i,,;;;:..;ir,

(Speaking, Awareness)

,;*1,1r,,..,, Good school habits heip make everyone's day
pleasant. At the end of the day, ask students
'li:ii,:'.1.
to
,:+:;.i.,. tell the class about something good that
:;r:'iijt,i.ri happened to them or that they did, for example,
pick up the crayons, or Sonia hetd
:,.,:r.::.t.,:, Joe helped me
the door for me, or I let Kim borcow my pencil.

Sctrruce

(Observation, Comparison)
Careful observation is a good habit for both
work and school. Show students a set of objects
(eraser, pencil, watch, banette, coin, etc.) for five
seconds. Cover the objects and ask students to
name as many as they remember. Students can
also write or draw their observations.

.;*.i:.,.
Computer Ghanacters
l i;l,t;, Good Habits in the Monning
LRNcuece
ARTS,
(Sequence,
Soctal
Sruotes
Tecxruolocy
(Writing, Computer Skills)
;i,t.-',:i,,:',.,"
ii.,.rr; ,,.
Brainstorming) Students use software such as Kid Pr)P to draw
Discuss morning routines with the class, such as
brushing teeth, getting dressed, eating breakfast,
helping a brother or sister do something. Each
student chooses one habit and illustrates it in a
few steps, one step per drawing (putting on pants
first, then shirt, then shoes, tying shoes, etc.). ln
pairs, students exchange their illustrations and
arange them in sequence.

A Big Thank You
Lerucuace ARTS, Socrel Sruotes

A Stony of Opposites
(Writing, LarucuecE Anls, Socral SruotEs (Speaking,

Reviewing)

Good habits include thanking people who help.
Students think of something the volunteer taught
them from this lesson or from the first two
lessons. Help them compose a thank you letter
to the volunteer for teaching them. Students
can illustrate their letters and give them to the
volunteer.

4A
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and write about two characters, one with good
work habits and attitudes and the other with
bad work habits and attitudes. Students can
choose a job they know, such as postal carrier
(example good habits: delivers mail on time, is
friendly, doesn't mix up people's mail; bad habits:
drops mail in puddles, misses some deliveries,
acts rude).

Creative Thinking)
pairs
Working with
of opposite good and bad
behaviors increases students' awareness of those
behaviors. For this activity students sit in a circle
and create a story of good and bad habits and
attitudes, with each siudent adding a piece. You
can also include opposite characteristics. The
teacher or a student begins with a statement,
such as "Eric walked to school with Sally", or
"Natalie forgot to do her homework." The next
student might say, "Peter did all his homework."
Prompt students as needed. You may want them
to use fictional names. Their statements do not
necessarily have to make one story.

Yorrr rranre

Gomplete these sentences about your best work habit.

1. My best work habit is

2. This habit helps me because

3. This habit helps other people because

(continued on nert page)
KAPOW Level 1 (worksheet

for uGood and Bad Work Habits and Attitudes" activity,

p. 38)
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Yorr.r vlanrne
Draw a picture of yourself doing your good work habit.
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Lesson

3

(worksheet for "Good and Bad Work Habits and Attitudes" activity, p.

33l)

Your nertne

Date

H

ffi

Think of a character with a good work habit. Fill in side A and draw a picture below of
the character doing that good habit. What is the opposite, or bad, habit? Fill in side B

and draw a picture below of the character doing that bad habit. (Drawings can also be
done on the back or on a separate sheet of paper.)

A. NOBAAAT DAY

B. OPPOSITE DAY

(characte/s name)

(character's name)

(good work habit)

(bad work habit)

I(APOW Level 1 (worksheet for "Opposite Day" activity, p. 35)

Lesson 3
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Your name

Think of someone who cares. Draw a picture of the person doing a good thing.

What is the person doing?

46
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Lesson

3

(worksheet for "'l Care' Story and Picture" activity, p. 39)

